Peak’s Pants
www.peakuk.com

The Tourlite/Multisport Pants are
constructed from tough x2.5
ripstop fabric with reinforcements
in all the right places. The flat
elastic and shockcord waist and
neoprene/Velcro ankle seals make
these pants ideal not only for
kayaking and open boating, but
also for other activities such as
walking and biking, saving you
money and space in your luggage!

The Tourlite/Multisport and Semi
Pants are both available now and
retail at £89 and £115
respectively.
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spot between the FX and FXr is the addition of
Palm’s rescue belt. This is the same system used on
Palm’s entire rescue PFDs and includes a metal Oring for clipping in to. The belt is threaded through
the fabric of the PFD, which gives the PFD a really
nice and clean look. Both the metal O-ring and
rescue belt can be easily removed.

One item that does certainly affect the boat’s
capabilities is the retractable skeg. Located again very
conveniently in front of the seating area, you give the
string a little pull and hey presto – more tracking than
you care to mention and it was pretty good in the first
place. Another little pull retracts the skeg back into
place within the hull – it’s a beautiful and well designed
answer to having to stretch to the rear of the boat to
lower the skeg and requires no effort whatsoever.

The benefits of the skeg are obvious with the Kinetic
and it tracks beautifully when deployed. Stability is also
very important particularly with a sit-on-top as your
centre of gravity is higher than a regular cockpit kayak.
It’s easy to lean the Kinetic right onto its rail and still
stay dry and we regularly sat side saddle with ease.The
ultimate examination of its stability is of course is to
stand up and the Kinetic passed with flying colours.

The stability gives the kinetic a very nice balance
between manoeuvrability and tracking resulting in a
very easy going kayak that is controlled with the
minimum fuss and paddle strokes.

Of considerable help with all of this is the seating
position, that places the kayaker from seat to footrest
firmly in the middle of the boat and therefore able to
control without compromise. The seating area is in a
slightly elevated position, which helps to keep the seat
area dry.
The front pocket is huge and is easily accessed via a
Which brings me back to where we started: attention
large zip. Inside is a useful clip in point, D ring and small
to detail. Everything has been designed from scratch
mesh panel for keys etc.The zip is easy to spot as it is in
with the new hybrid 'c' hull forming the basis of the
a contrasting colour to the rest of the PFD.The pocket
design and a well though out solid feel to the Kinetic,
and the foam slab sit low on your body, which again
complimented by the custom built handles, fittings
gives great levels of movement for paddling and dare, I
and other little flourishes.
say it, makes swimming pretty easy.
In conclusion we are highly impressed with the build
In addition to the main pocket is a small knife pocket.
quality, craftsmanship and superb attention to detail –
This is located above the main pocket and runs
the Tootega Kinetic elevates the sit-on-top kayak to a
horizontally at the top of the foam slab. The pocket is
whole new level and at a very affordable price when
easy to find/access and is fastened shut with a pressconsidering its UK heritage and very generous lifetime
stud. I have tried a couple of folding knives in this
warranty.
pocket and have found that it works well.
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Palm have made a really good looking and highly
functional PFD with the FXr. It has taken the FX, which
is a superb PFD to a new level. Palm has a PFD that I
think will be a huge success with a wide range of
paddlers who will love the fit and comfort of the PFD.
Creekers and river runners will like the robust fabrics
and addition of the rescue belt. You have therefore a
PFD that can be used equally as well in a number of
different scenarios. The only negative I have spotted is
the odd fact that Palm may have inadvertently created
a lower cost PFD that is actually better in many
respects that the Amp PFD.

Features include:
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Low profile foam panels.
Slimline front pocket with inner compartment, key
ring clip.
3D anti ride-up waistbelt.
Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout.
Continuous loop failsafe shoulder straps with
strap keeper pockets.
Reflective detail on shoulders, front and rear panels.
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The FXr like the FX is a slab design that is put on
over the head. The slab is a much better fit than on
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great range of movement. Adjustment to all of the
for Tootega’s new sit-on-top, as it is primarily
straps is simple and straightforward. The waist
I have used the FX for almost a year for playboat
designed for bridging the gap between playing on the
duties and have used a Palm Extrem River Vest whilst band/belt is coated with a rubber material (3d anti
beach and touring on the river.
ride up), which helps to keep the PFD in place.
out in my creek boat of river runner. The FX is a
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the same as used in the more expensive Extrem River
Extrem
PFDs.
hatch uses
a Kajaksport seal cover to keep it secure,
Vest and match in colour to those used in the dry top
whist the screw top mid hatch is conveniently located
range.The FXr is available in Sherbet (a bright orange
In many respects the FXr is just the same as the FX.
close to the seat for cameras, phones etc.The stern
with contrasting blue zips/stitching) and Aqua (a bright
The majority of the features have remained the
tank well is more than large enough to carry a dry bag
blue with lime green zips/stitching). Nice little touches
same. However, some improvements have been
and completes the Kinetic’s outstanding ability to carry
made in a number of key areas. The easiest change to like the contrasting stitching and reflective piping really
all your gear. The well also carries one of those details
makes the FXr stand out.
we mentioned in the opening paragraph – an
embossed Kinetic logo. For capabilities it’s not needed
in the slightest but it shows a certain pride and loving
care for the product.
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The new Semi Pants are made
out of Peak’s eco-friendly recycled
polyester and feature an Aquaout
waist seal with double Aquaout
outer/Superstretch neo cone
inner ankle seals. The Semi Pants
are ideal for most scenarios and
complement perfectly Peak’s new
Semi Jacket.
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Peak UK has two new
waterproof pants in the
range for 2014.
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View Palm FXr Specs:
video
Length:
Width:
Weight:
Max load:
Hull:

Features:

310cm / 10.0ft
74cm / 29"
22kg / 48lb
140kg / 310lb
Hybrid concave

Fully adjustable skeg system
24cm Kajaksport hatch
Adjustable footrests
15cm day hatch
New Hybrid ‘C’ hull-form
Large rear tank-well
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